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SECTION - A

Answer any FIVE questions

(5 × 8 = 40)

1. W rite short notes on following.
a) Possessive pronoun
b) Intransitive verbs
2. W rite short notes on following.
a) Preposition of place
b) Preposition of verbs
3. a) Fill in the blanks with appropriate reflexive.
i) We blame ________
ii) You should buy ________ a new computer
iii) We treated ________ to a night on the town
iv) The student are able to monitor ________
b) Combine the following pairs of the sentence using relative pronoun:
i) Tom had been driving all day. He was tried and wanted to sleep.
ii) You see the doctor in the room. The doctor is my father.
iii) This is the house. Jack built the house
iv) This is the boy. He stole my pen.
4. Fill in the blanks with correct forms of the verb.
i) I never ________ (see) time anymore.
ii) My sister ________ (work) as a waitress.
iii) I ________ (listen) to a great radio show on the way to work.
iv) They ________(work) on the project at the movement.
v) Do you still ________ (belong) to the tennis club.
vi) After they had finished ________ (eat) they above away.
vii) I hate ________ (sleep) in the dark.
viii) The trainers were very experience; I couldn’t afford ________ (buy) them.
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5. Fill in the blanks with suitable pronoum.
i) ________ do you know about incident involving us?
ii) The train ticket reservation ________ you made last week has been
cancelled.
iii) ________ one is better from the above offers?
iv) That’s a very good idea ________ is it.
v) ________ is the person responsible for the fund raising dinner?
vi) The driver ________ license has been suspended is appealing.
vii) This is gentleman ________ you want to meet very much.
viii) The girl ________ won the prize is very clever.
6. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions.
i) Missing the bus is no excuse ________ being late.
ii) I received no reply ________ my letter.
iii) People often make fun ________ what they do not understand.
iv) She takes an active interest ________ community events.
v) They are constantly finding fault ________ other people.
vi) Seals are adopted ________ life in the water.
vii) Are you aware ________ the risks involved.
viii) She is interested ________ animals.
7. Write sentence of your own using the following prepositions.
To.
With.
For.
About.
Onto.
Towards.
In.
From.
8. a) Coordinating conjunctions.
b) Kinds of sentences.

SECTION - B
Answer any THREE questions
9.

(3 × 20 = 60)

What are the different types of pronouns? Explain them with illustrations.

10. Write an essay on the uses of the Model Auxiliaries ‘have’, ‘had’, ‘has’, ‘can’,
‘could’.
11. Describe in details the use of present tense.
12. Illustrate the conjunction of place and time with examples.
13. Write an essay on the sentence with objectives?
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